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Mowing the Cress 
 Cutting Cress on Shabbos 

 

It was a gorgeous sunny Erev Shabbos afternoon 

when Rabbi Berger stepped through his front door. 

Immediately he was surrounded by his adoring fan club. 

His children were excited to see him and ran to greet 

their father. 

“Hi Tatty, what's that interesting looking grass in the 

plastic container you're holding?” asked Shmuli. 

“It's called Cress. I bought it to help make Bubby feel 

more at home,” answered Rabbi Berger. 

“Yeah, I remember her old house with the sprawling 

lawn,” recalled Yossi.  

“Why would such a 

small amount of grass in a 

container make her feel as 

though she was back in her 

old house though?” 

inquired ever curious 

Baruch. 

“Actually, that's not 

exactly what I meant boys. I 

was hoping to bring back 

the fond memories Bubby has of 

her childhood days growing up in 

England. The English do so enjoy 

their salad with a spot of cress, if I do say 

so myself," said Rabbi Berger in his best British accent. 

"They are a fascinating plant. Cress grows in the cartons 

in which it is sold. Whenever you are in the mood for 

some delicious cress salad, just detach some from the 

soil in the carton,” explained Rabbi Berger. "It is only 

tasty when it is fresh. After just a few hours it starts to 

wilt." 

"I wonder what it tastes like. Can I try some?" asked 

Shmuli. 

"Sure, but I'm not sure if you'll like it though. It tastes a 

little like horseradish," Rabbi Berger informed his nine year old 

son.   

 

“Asked like a true ben-Torah! The 

containers that the cress 

plants grow in are generally 

made without holes on the 

bottom, to be able to draw up 

nutrients from their 

environment. Therefore, 

these plants are not 

considered connected to the 

ground and we say Shehakol 

instead of borei pree 

ha’adama (Machzeh Eliyahu 

30, see tshuva for more 

reasons), just as you suspected 

Yehoshua,” answered Rabbi Berger.   

 

 

"I'm sorry darling. That's a great idea but it doesn't 

seem possible. Like I said before, cress have to be picked 

right before they're going to be eaten. Picking them on 

“Tatty, what brachah do we make on cress since 
it's no longer receiving nutrients from the 

ground?” asked Yehoshua intelligently.  "Is it a 
Borei Pree Ha’adama or is it downgraded to a 

Shehakol?"  

“Can we have it in the yummy fresh salad 
that mommy always makes for the Shabbos 

day seuda? Bubby Berger will love it,” 
begged Goldy.  
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Shabbos from their normal place of growth, i.e. inside 

their cartons, would be an outright violation of the 

Melachah D'orayso of Detaching/T'lishah (Machzeh 

Eliyahu siman 31, see Orchos Shabbos 18:12 footnote 

24). It's comparable to detaching mushrooms which do 

not need soil to grow. Detaching them from any surface 

on which they do normally grow is assur md'orayso 

(Shulchan Aruch OC 336:5, Mishnah Brurah 35). So too, 

even though the cress is not considered attached to the 

ground, nevertheless, since their normal place of growth 

is inside the container, plucking some on Shabbos is 

strictly forbidden." 

 

 “Awesome idea, now why didn't I think of that 

myself?” responded Rabbi Berger. “On the one hand, 

causing a Melachah to happen on Shabbos 

indirectly/grama by setting up a trigger, i.e. time clock, 

before Shabbos is permitted (Rama 265:4, Biur Halachah 

s.v. gram, Shmiras Shabbos Kihilchisah 13:26 footnote 

95).”  

“On the other hand, we have to consider the issue of 

disgracing/Zilzul Shabbos. It could potentially turn 

Shabbos into a weekday. People will start having their 

entire factories working on Shabbos clocks (Igros Moshe 

OC 4:60).  

Nevertheless, it has become widespread practice 

and halachically acceptable to use a Shabbos clock to 

turn on lights, air conditioners, and heaters, since it is for 

the sake of Honoring/Kavod Shabbos (Orchos Shabbos 

29:8, Piskey Tshuvah 252:1)," deliberated Rabbi Berger. 

"Tatty, according to that maybe then it is permitted 

to cut the cress plants with the miniature lawnmower 

run by a Shabbos clock. We will be honoring Shabbos by 

eating special delicacies?" queried Yehoshua.  

“Ah, but there is another major halachic concern we 

haven't dealt with yet. Fruits that fall from a tree on 

Shabbos may not be eaten. Chazal were afraid a person 

may unwittingly come to pluck the still attached fruit on 

Shabbos. This rule/takanah includes any vegetation that 

became detached on Shabbos, even in a permissible 

way. So even if we are allowed to set the mini-mower, 

the cress would still be prohibited (based on Shaar 

Hatziyon 325:26).” 

"Shucks, I really really wanted to surprise Bubby on 

Shabbos and now we won't be able to," griped Goldy. 

"My dear Watson," said Binyomin to his family while 

trying to sound as he imagined his favorite fictional 

detective sounded. "I do declare that the solution to our 

dilemma is rather simple. Why can't we just have the 

salad during the Shabbos night seuda instead? A little 

change in our regular menu is most certainly called for, if 

it will bring a smile to the face of our dear grandmum. 

Are we all agreed then?" 

"Quite certainly," agreed all the Bergers. 

"And while we're at it, why not conduct the Shabbos 

meals in our newfound accents? Bubby will be sure to 

get a kick out of that," suggested Binyomin. 

"Most definitely a fine idea indeed," approved the 

Bergers.   

 

 “I have a great idea! Why not invent a 
miniature lawnmower with a Shabbos 
clock that would automatically cut the 

cress plants just before the Shabbos day 
seudah?” suggested Binyamin, who had 
apparently inherited the creativity of his 

ingenious father. 
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